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A new set of quasi-Liouvillian beam dynamics equations for linacs has been made, applicable for low-
energy electrons as well as for protons and heavy ions. It allows the computation of particle acceleration
not only in single gaps, but also through long and complex structures (e.g. multi-gap, helix, etc.). Instead
of second-order corrections as suggested in 1986, other simpler and very accurate averaging methods are
used. The new principle of the equivalent field distribution introduced in this paper provides multiparticle
computations through expansions. It has an accuracy equivalent to that of a precise, step-by-step integration
method, but is much faster. The analytical properties of the longitudinal and transverse coordinates are
available for any particle in the bunch at any position in the accelerating element, allowing multistep
space charge calculations throughout the structure. Many examples have been treated (different fields and
particles) and results will be presented including the comparison with an accurate but very slow step-by-step
integration method. A program, DYNAC, is now using this new beam dynamics method. It also has a space
charge routine included.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Initially, particle acceleration through the gaps of linear accelerators was computed
with the so-called Panofsky equations, introducing the concept of transit time factors.
In 1965 a full set of more accurate equations for longitudinal and transverse motion
was derived from the Panofsky equations.1-3. These equations included the effect of
a displacement and a slope in the trajectories, and were later completed with second-
order corrections in longitudinal motion.4 ,5 These second-order corrections, however,
complicate the computation for a bunch of particles when one takes expansions
around a central particle. Moreover, modern linear accelerators may pose new kinds
of problems which may not be solved by the previous set of equations. Indeed, particles
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may be accelerated through long accelerating elements, where their transit time is
of the order of 101r, their velocities vary by 10% or more, or where their relativistic
gamma varies by a factor 3 or 4. The present work introduces a new approach,
giving a full set of very accurate equations in longitudinal and transverse motion.
These equations, available for all kinds of particles, can now be used for expansions
around a central particle. They allow dynamics computations both for low-energy
electrons undergoing significant acceleration and for heavy ions undergoing large
velocity variations.
2. THE NEW ELEMENTS IN BEAM DYNAMICS COMPUTATIONS
The fundamental differences from the previous method4 ,5 are explained. These in-
clude new concepts: the equivalent accelerating field, the use of particular transverse
coordinates, and a different integration procedure for both longitudinal and trans-
verse motion.
2.1 Expressions for transverse and longitudinal motion
The electromagnetic field can be considered as the vectorial sum of a TE mode with
E z == 0 and a TM mode with B z == o. These modes are independent when an
axially symmetrical element is considered; the acceleration is then given by the TM
mode. Even in the case of a hybrid HEM type, the accelerating effect of the TE mode
can in practice be neglected6 . Therefore here one only examines TM modes in axial
symmetrical cases for which it is common practice to use cylindrical coordinates.
The transverse motion can then be derived from an integration of the equation:
d(mvr )dt == q(Er - vzBe). (1)
(2)
After integration over the gap, the transverse momentum is changed by the amount
~(mvr).The variation in slope r' becomes:
, ~(mvr) mVr~r == - -()2~(mvZ)+ ....
mvz mvz
The extra terms in Eq. (2) are due to the fact that rand r' are not canonically conjugate
variables (the conjugate of r is mVr ). As a consequence, computations are complicated
and developing second-order corrections to improve the accuracy of the transverse
motion computation is hardly possible.
In the past, in the frame of electron optics, the expression of the focal length has
been subject to controversy. Indeed, the initial value given was almost 3/2 of the ex-
perimental one. This disparity was resolved with the help of the Picht transformation:
R == rVih == r(,2 - 1)1/4,
where R refers to the 'reduced radius'.
with R' == dR/dz (3)
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Equation (1) can be rewritten
d(r'{3,) == -q-(Er - {3cBo)dt == K(z,r)dt.
moc
With Eq. (3) one has:
r' = R'('''-/_1)-1/4 _ R"((,,/ _1)-5/4 d"(
2 dz
and:




On the other hand, from Eq. (4) we have:
~( '(3 ) == K(z, r)
dz r, (3c·
Limiting to the paraxial approximation one can write:
K(z, r) == K(z) . r
with





According to Maxwell's equations with rotational symmetry assuming E r and Bo to











From the energy change:
we can write:
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aBo 1 aEz
ar 2c2 ---at.
2 d2, dEz aEz q aEz
moc dz2 = q dz = q az + f3c ---at
and finally one obtains, with Eqs. (6-9)
d2R_R_q l_aEz + R (_q_)2 "(2 + 2E2= O. (10)
dz2 2moc3 f33,3 at 2moc2 f34,4 z
Rewriting the above equation in rectangular coordinates, one obtains two similar
equations in reduced coordinates X and Y.
Since in Eq. (10) (with z rather than time as independent variable) there is no dR/dz
term, it appears that Rand R' satisfy Liouville's theorem under the assumption that
the longitudinal and transverse motions are decoupled. The aEz/ at term corresponds
to the effect obtained in the past with Eq. (1); integration of Eq. (10), however, does
not require any correction [unlike Eq. (2)]. The equation is now completed with a
term in E;, always focusing and known as the electron lens term. Equation (10) has
the advantage that the variation of R is smoother than the one of r. Indeed, from the
action of the fields Er and Bo acting in different places, the real displacement r can
present oscillations as seen in Fig. 1.
The relation (10) involves an integration in z while Eq. (1) is in t with dz / dt varying
along the trajectory; if dz / dt is replaced by an average value and the oscillations of r
are ignored, it is obvious that the integration of Eq. (1) cannot be as accurate as the
integration of Eq. (10). This is the key to the above-mentioned problem concerning
electron lenses7,8.
For the longitudinal motion one can keep the usual canonically conjugate variables
energy and phase (for constant frequency, phase is proportional to time).
The phase motion across an accelerating system can be expressed in terms of a phase
jump ~<pwhich at the input (see Fig. 2) is given by integrating:
since
(
q ) W zEzd(~<p) = --2 - f33 3 dz
moc c ,
wz (1)d(t:i.cp) = -~d fi








FIGURE 1: Comparison of the real radius (A) and the reduced radius (B) for an 800 keY electron injected
into a 5-cell cavity at 1.5 GHz, adjusted to ,8=0.84, at the phase which gives peak energy gain with r' =7mrd,
















2.2 Average evolution ofthe beam dynamics parameters
The original concept of transit time coefficients is still used; such a concept is based on
a Fourier analysis of the axial field Ez(z, 0) amplitude along the accelerating element.
From the entrance as origin one can compute over the length L of the element:
(13)
and have Ez(z, 0) from the inverse Fourier relation.
From electromagnetic theory the field can be expressed in the form of modes with
circular symmetry. One then has:
(14)
with
and the acting field being periodic such that:
Ez(z, r, t) = Ez(z, r) cos(wt + <Po).
(15)
(16)
The computation of energy gain along the axis requires integration of the field
Ez(z,O,t). Assuming a constant velocity v = w/k, it can be directly obtained with
Eqs. (13) and (16) through the T and S coefficients. Apart from the terms in ({31),
computation of the phase term gives a similar integral. It is then interesting to replace
the exact phase evolution along the structure by an approximate linear law according
to a kind of average velocity as can be seen in Fig. 3.




FIGURE 3: Real and average phase evolutions along an accelerating element. Real evolution (solid line),
phase evolution for the previous method (tangent at the midpoint of the element), phase evolution for the
equivalent field method (average linear law, dashed line).
In codes such as PARMILA and MAPRO, derived from the modified Panofsky
equationsl - 3 , computations are made around the middle of the element and the exact
phase evolution is replaced by its tangent at the middle (see Fig. 3). A better estimate
is a line parallel to the one joining the entrance and the exit phases and going through
the centre of gravity of the real phase curve (dashed line in Fig. 3). A similar approach
can be applied to the evolution of the reduced radius R. Determination of the output
values necessary for these average estimates implies of course the use of an iterative
calculation as was the case in the previous method to get the values in the middle.
2.3 Beam dynamics equations
Given these previous remarks, the dynamics through an accelerating element is ob-
tained from the following integrals:
q W1£ 1 [W2(R2+ 2RR1z)]~'P == --2 - {33 3 Ez(Z, 0, t) 1 + 4 2f33 3 zdz
moc c 0 f c f
(17)
(18)
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~R' = _q_ (L _1_ 8Ez (z, 0, t) (R + R'z)dz
2moc3 Jo (33~3 at
~R = _q_ (L _1_ 8Ez(z, 0, t) (R + R'z)zdz
2moc3 Jo (33~3 at
(19)
(20)
where limiting the expansion, one has taken:
rv k; r2 rv w2 (R2 + 2RR'z)
Io(krr) - 1 +-- - 1 + 2r33 34 4c ~
and one takes, as explained above, a linear evolution of the time t of the form:
kzt = -z + to.
w
(21)
2.4 Equivalent field distribution
The purpose is to replace the generally complex real field distribution acting on the
particle by one giving equivalent dynamics, but simpler in form.
From Eqs. (16) and (21), the first part of Eq. (17), giving the energy gain on the
axis, can be easily expressed, as mentioned above, by means of transit time factors
[Eq. (13)]; one must notice that one also has:
(22)
Similar expressions are obtained for S(kz ).
It is clear that all the integrals in Eqs. (17)-(20), apart from the terms in (33~3, can
be expressed by the means of T and S coefficients and their derivatives. This is done
in the standard codes where (3~ is assumed constant with its value at the middle of the
interval. Such an assumption is valid as long as the variation of the energy throughout
the element is sufficiently small.





FIGURE 4: Amplitude of the equivalent field (stationary or travelling wave). The equivalent field extends
over the length L e , shorter than the length of the real axial field, shown here for a single gap.
Elements having the same T, S and same derivatives with respect to the k of
the particle, yield identical results. Therefore computing an 'equivalent element',
simple enough to enable an easier computation of the integrals above [Eqs. (17)-
(20)], gives results equal to those obtained with the dynamics in the real element
if the acceleration is small; we shall see that the results remain very close even for
appreciable acceleration.
The equivalent element is chosen in such a way that its accelerating field has a
constant amplitude Eo, like the one introduced by Panofsky over a gap of length Le
as can be seen in Fig. 4.
Its transit time coefficient is given by:
with:
T, (k) = ~ sin(O/2)
o 0 0/2 (23)
(24)
(25)
The graph of the function To(k) is plotted in Fig. SA. It is obvious that for a long
multigap structure, the behaviour of its transit time factor T(k) is different (see Fig.
5B). However, if one considers the useful part from k 1 to k2 only, and taking into




FIGURE 5: Transit time coefficient as a function of k=w Iv with in (A) the transit time coefficient of the
equivalent field [Panofsky formula; Eqs. (23) and (24)]; in (B) the transit time coefficient [see Eqs. (26) and
(28)] of a quasi-Alvarez cell as in Fig. 17A. The crosses represent T(k), the dots S(k) and solid curve To(k).
One notices that, as a consequence of the symmetric axial electric field, To(k) goes through zero. In (C)
comparison of the transit time coefficient To(k) of the quasi-Alvarez cell (solid line) with the one of the
equivalent field (crosses) after adjustment of its parameters.
account that this useful part is not centred around k = 0 (corresponding to an infinite
velocity) but around a finite value k, the difference is nevertheless small as can be seen
in Fig. se.
Then Eq. (24) can be rewritten:
() = (k - k)Le • (26)
One can say that the 'equivalent accelerating field' is a travelling wave with a
constant amplitude Eo and a phase slip equal to () over the 'equivalent length' Le •
Such a field distribution, being symmetrical with respect to the middle of L e , can be
expressed with T coefficients [obtained from Eq. (23)], the S coefficients being equal
to zero, provided that the origin is taken in the middle. If the origin is displaced by a
length of amount f, for instance in front of the structure, one will see that:
T (k ) To (k) cos kf
Then
S(k) To(k) sin kf. (27)
Similar relations are obtained for an antisymmetric field.
(28)
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FIGURE 6: In (A) energy evolution of a 500 keV electron, injected at -900 from the phase giving peak
energy gain into a 5-cell cavity at 1.5 GHz adjusted to ,8=0.84 with a 7 MV/m gradient (A); and (B) for 0.22
MeV/nucleon Pb+25 injected at -900 from the crest into a quasi-Alvarez cell (three accelerating gaps) at
200 MHz. Solid curves represent the real energy, crosses represent the equivalent field energy values.
From Eqs. (27) and (28) the coefficients To(k) and their derivatives for the equiv-
alent field distribution with respect to k can be found. Taking into account the three
relations given in this way, one determines Eo, Le and O.
Such equations still make it possible to locate and fix an 'equivalent field distri-
bution' even with some asymmetry. However, near the zeros of the function To(k)
difficulties may occur to satisfy the relations with second derivatives. In this case also
the asymmetry, if it exists, becomes prominent.
According to Eq. (21) the phase slip between the particle and the 'equivalent field
distribution' is linear in z. The energy can be expressed at any position z along
the structure. An example of the energy evolution given by the 'equivalent field
distribution' in a real structure, is compared in Fig. 6 to the true energy obtained from
an accurate but slow step-by-step integration.
Owing to the smoothness of the functions to be integrated, Eqs. (17)-(20), which
include variations in terms of ({3'Y), can now be numerically computed with the Gauss
method, using only a small number of points. To allow for a fast computation of a
bunch of particles, expansions around a central particle can be derived.
3. CALCULATION OF THE NEW BEAM DYNAMICS ELEMENTS
Now, having explained the main changes introduced in the beam dynamics computa-
tions, details are given about the way in which the equivalent accelerating field and
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the longitudinal and transverse motion integrations are obtained. Finally, indications
are given on how to obtain expansions in order to treat a full set of trajectories for a
bunch of particles.
3.1 Determination of the equivalent field distribution
Let us consider a particle travelling at a constant velocity, with a phase of the form:
<P = kz + <Po. (29)
From a Fourier expansion of the field distribution with T and S coefficients, one has
for the energy gain along the axis according to the derivation used in the previous
methodl - 3 :
~W(k,<po) = q[T(k)cos<po - S(k)sin<poJ.
It has a maximum for the phase <Po = <Pc, with:
S(k)
tan <Pc = - T(k)·




The Fourier terms T and S change when one moves the origin of the field distribution.
However, the maximum energy gain remains constant. When one takes the origin in
the middle of a symmetric field distribution, only To coefficients would exist. One can
then use Eq. (28) and write:
(33)
Other expressions could be written for an antisymmetric field distribution.
According to Eqs. (23) and (26), the equivalent field, for the k of the particle, must
be such that:
with as in Eq. (26):
T, (k) == Vi sin(0/2)
o 0 0/2 (34)
(35)
where k corresponds to the velocity for which the energy gain is maximum.
The identity (34) must be valid up to the second derivative with respect to k.
Consequently three equations have to be satisfied. These equations are obtained from
a proper choice of the three parameters Vo, Le and 0 (or k).
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From Eqs. (34), (35) and (28) one may write:





T2(k) + 82(k) = ctg"2 - 00 (36)
Let
x = f}/2.














2 f'(k) _ g'{x)f2(k) - g2(x) (40)
, (T')2 + (8')2 + TT" + 88" (TT' + 88')2
f (k) = 2 T2 + 8 2 - 4 (T2 + 8 2)2 (41)
and
g'(x) = -~ +--\-,S'ln x x (42)
given the k of the particle, the solution x is found with the Newton iterative method.
L e is then obtained from Eq. (38) or Eq. (39). One then has:
xVa = Ta(k)-.-
SIn x
and the constant amplitude of the equivalent field is:
(43)
(44)
The position of the equivalent field in relation to the real field distribution can be
found in the the following way: displacing the origin of the field distribution by an
amount f ahead of the centre of symmetry (in front of the accelerating element), the
phase 'Pc giving maximum energy gain becomes, with Eq. (29):
'Pc = -f k + n1r
[from Eqs. (31), (33) and (45) results the relation given in Eq. (27)].
(45)
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Then from Eq. (31) one gets:
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I! == _ 8<pc == _ S'(k)T(k) - S(k)T'(k)
8k T2(k) + S2(k) . (46)
When the real field distribution presents a symmetry, the centre of symmetry can be
found directly. However, in the case of an asymmetry the relation (46) is essential.
Such an asymmetry, even noticeable, can be accepted as long as the energy gain
remains large enough. This means in practice that the phase slip () in Eq. (35) should
not exceed 180°-200°. For large (), the asymmetric part of the real field distribution
can give an important contribution. As a consequence, in contrast with the symmetric
case, To (k) does not go through zero.
Even when a symmetry in the real field distribution exists, for large values of ()
Eq. (39) may lead to an equivalent length L e such that the corresponding evolution of
the energy departs from the real one. It is then preferable, when () > 180°, to consider
the k value giving the maximum energy gain of the structure. Such a k value implies
the following equation:
T(k)T'(k) + S(k)S'(k) == o. (47)
Given k one can easily compute I! and L e • From Eq. (35) or Eq. (36) one obtains
the phase slip () and from Eqs. (43) and (44), the parameters Va and Eo. One notes
that large values for () often correspond to an inappropriate input velocity without
great practical interest: the accelerating element gives a low energy gain. Even in this
case, though with some loss in accuracy, the dynamics is well described by the present
method. Indeed, the loss of accuracy in the contributions of the variables z and z2
in the integrals given by Eqs. (17)-(20) can be, in these cases, compensated for by a
better account of ((3'Y) terms.
3.2 The dynamics in the frame ofthe equivalent field
One can now replace in the integrals of the beam dynamics equations [Eqs. (17)-(20)]
the real field Ez(z, 0, t) by an equivalent field. The equivalent length Le is preceded
by an associated drift length I!i given by:
(48)
It is followed by another drift so that these two drifts and the equivalent length L e
together are equal to the length of the real field. It is then obvious that the abscissa z
in these integrals only moves the distance L e and the origin is taken at the entrance
of the equivalent field.
The exact value of k varying with the position of the particle in the accelerating
element, is replaced by an average value k which entails for the particle an average
linear phase evolution:
'P == kz + 'Po· (49)
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As the equivalent field is symmetrical around z = L e/2, the entrance phase ipc
maximizing the acceleration is such that:
_ k L e
<Pc + -2- = 2m1r
and the phase of such a field travelling with a constant k is:
(50)
_ _ k L e ,,( L e )
<p(z) = <Pc + -2- + k z - 2 . (51)
With the field amplitude obtained from Eqs. (33), (34) and (44), and the phase given
by the difference ip - <P [see Eqs. (49), (51)], one has:
(52)
From this last relation, one obtains the energy evolution along the element. One has:
q y'T2 (k) + 8 2 ( k) [ _ _ () ( z ) ] . (()z )
'Y(z) = 'Y1 + moc2 sin(Oj2) cos <Po - <Pc +"2 L
e
- 1 sm 2L
e
. (53)
3.2.1 The average phase evolution
In the previous section one has introduced an average phase evolution [see Eq.(49)].
The estimate of this average phase requires an average slope and an average position
with respect to the real phase evolution.
As explained in Section 2.2, the slope k is defined by a line joining the phase at the
ends of the equivalent field (of length Le ). Figure 7 shows the input and output phases,
<pi and <P2 respectively, at the ends of the equivalent length Le•
Let k1 and k2 be the k values at the respective ends of L e • We have, assuming a zero
phase at the entrance,
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FIGURE 7: The average phase definition: the average phase (dashed line) of the real phase (solid curve)
is a parallel to the line joining the ends of the real phase over the length Le. The average slope k [Eq. (54)]
and the phase rpo [Eq. (57)] at the entrance of the equivalent length L e of this parallel, are chosen in order
to have an average of the real phase evolution.
Therefore the average phase evolution corresponds to a linear law which is a parallel
to the line linking the ends of the real phase evolution over the length Le • The position
of this parallel line is chosen to be at an average value between the real phase evolution
and the line joining its ends as shown in Fig. 7. This position can be obtained through
replacement of the real phase by a fifth-order curve in z, giving at both ends the
same position, slope and curvature. The slope is known through the k's. The curvature
dk / dz is obtained from:
dk _ dk d"( _ w q E (55)
dz - d~ dz - - c{33~3 moc2 z
with E z given at both ends by Eq. (52).
These boundary conditions allow to define the position of the line representing the
average phase evolution. After some algebra one obtains:
{j,ll = k1 - k2 L + (~)l + (~)2 L2 ,
.." 10 e 120 e
Then in Eqs. (52) and (53) one must take:
CPo = <PI + (k1 - k) f i + 8<p
where <PI represents the phase at the entrance of the structure.
(56)
(57)
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FIGURE 8: Phase slip (A) for a 600 keV electron into a 5-cell cavity at 1.5 GHz adjusted to ,6=0.84 with
a 7 MV/m gradient (see the axial field in Fig. 11). The electron is injected with a phase of -10 0 from the
phase giving peak energy gain. The solid curve represents the real phase slip and the crosses correspond to
the fifth-order curve considered over the length L e of the equivalent field. Phase slip (B) as (A) but for a
0.22 MeV/nucleon Pb+25 ion injected with a phase of -900 from the phase giving peak energy gain, into
a quasi-Alvarez cell at 200 MHz (see the axial field in Fig. 17).
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the real phase and the one when a fifth-order curve
is considered.
3.2.2 The average reduced radius
In the paraxial approximation, the exact equation of transverse motion is given by Eq.
(10) in which the reduced radius R is a function of z. As for the phase in the previous
section, we can replace the real reduced radius R(z) by an average one of the form:
(58)
One has at the end of the equivalent field length L e :
(59)
R l and R~ are the values at the entrance of the accelerating element.
The average radius is a line parallel to the one joining the ends of the real radius over
the length Le • As above, its position is obtained by replacing the real reduced radius
by a fifth-order curve having at both ends the same position, slope and curvature.
The curvatures R" = dR' / dz at the ends are directly obtained from Eq. (10), where
E z is given by Eq. (52).
















FIGURE 9: The reduced radius evolution (A) for a 5-cell cavity as in Fig. 8A, but adjusted to (3=1, for a
700 keV electron injected at 60° from the phase giving peak energy gain, with r=5mm and r' =3mrad. The
solid curve represents the evolution of the reduced radius; the dotted curve corresponds to the fifth-order
curve considered, and the dotted line to the average linear law over the equivalent field length. The real
radius evolution of (A) is given in (B). One observes the difference between the real and the reduced radius.
(60)
These boundary conditions give the position of the parallel representing the average
reduced radius. One gets as for Eq. (56):
8R = R~ + R~ L2 _ ~R' L .
120 e 10 e
Then one finds that in Eq. (58):
R R' f· - ~R' L R~ + R~ L2
1 + 1 'l, 10 e + 120 e (61)
(62)
Figure 9 gives examples of the evolution of the real radius, the one when a fifth-
order curve is considered, and the average radius evolution.
3.2.3 Comparison ofthe real field with the equivalent field
Let Ec(z) be the complementary field resulting from the difference between the real
field Ez (z) and the equivalent field Ez (z). From Fig. 10 it can be seen that Ec(z) is an
oscillating type of field with an average value of zero.
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FIGURE 10: In (A) the real field (solid curve) and equivalent field (dots) acting on a 500 keV electron
entering a fifth-cell cavity as given by Fig. 6A. (B) as (A) but for a 0.22 MeV/nucleon Pb+25 ion entering a
quasi-Alvarez cell at -90 0 from the crest as given by Fig. 6B. (C) as (A) but for a 0.24 MeV/nucleon Pb+25
ion into the first three gaps of an interdigital H structure at 101 MHz (peak energy gain of 6 MeV). The
asymmetry in the axial field is shown in Fig. 18.
As a consequence, the contribution of Ec(z) in the linear Ez terms turns out to be
negligible in the beam dynamics equations (17)-(21). However, this is not so for the
quadratic terms in E z ; they can affect the transverse motion, mainly in the case of low-
energy electrons, as can be seen in Eq. (10). One possible solution to this problem
could be the use of an equivalent squared field. Another simple and sufficiently
accurate method, applicable for electric fields with a form close to sinusoidal, is given
below. One has:
(63)
The first term can be directly obtained from the equivalent field. The contribution of
the second term can be assumed negligible (its average value is close to zero). For the
third term, if the real field E z (z) is assumed of sinusoidal form (even for fields like in
Fig. lOB; see Section 4.3), Ec(z) will also be sinusoidal, with an amplitude of about
half that of Ez(z). This leads to the following estimate:
(64)
3.2.4 Equations of the dynamics
We can now rewrite the equations of the dynamics in the frame of the equivalent field.
From Eqs. (17)-(20) one gets, with <Po obtained from Eq. (57) and
- - - e( z 1)
<P = <Po - <Pc + L
e
- 2" (65)




(68)f(,) = _Q_(,2 - 1)-3/2,
2moc3
With Eqs. (58), (61) and (62) one has:
AR' = 1£0 [/(')') 8Eat(Z) - g(')') (E;(z) + E~(z)) ] (81 + 82z)dz (69)
Three sorts of integrals appear in these last two relations:
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We can write:
Then from Eq. (52) one obtains:
I - q w (J/2 JT2(k-) S2(k-) [L
e
• - j3-3 -3 nd
n--2moc3Lesin({J/2) + io sm<p 'Y z z
235
(74)
q2 1 ( f) /2 ) 2 [ 2 - 2 -] [L e 2 _ "'(2 + 2 n
In = 4(moc2 )2 L~ sin({J/2) T (k) + S (k) i
o
cos <p ("(2 _ 1)2 Z dz (75)
The last integrals [Eq. (73)] will be approximated by the product of two integrals:








From Eq. (64) one gets:
q2 1 2 - 2 - ( f) /2 ) 2 [L e "'(2 + 2 n
Kn = (2moc2 )2 8L~ [T (k) + S (k)] sin({J/2) i o ("(2 _ 1)2 Z dz (76)
Integrals appearing in Eqs. (66)-(70) require numerical quadratures when the terms
(j3-3"'(-3) and ("'(2 + 2) / ("'(2 - 1)2 have large variations throughout the element.
However, the weakness of the equivalent field variations induce a regular variation of
these terms, and for numerical computations only a small number of points are needed
(no more than 5 or 6 for large structures). Given these integrals for a central particle,
the integrals for particles in a bunch can be directly computed through expansion
around the central particle.
3.3 Principle ofbeam dynamics computation through expansions
The integrals in Eqs. (66) and (67) and in Eqs. (71)-(73), can be obtained through
expansions around the ones of the central particle of a bunch. These expansions,
very convenient for fast numerical computations, require, however, sizeable analytical
calculations which will take up too much space to be described here. Therefore we only
give the principle of these calculations; details can be obtained from the authors.
Consider for instance in Eq. (67) the following integral:
(77)
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The subscript j refers to a particle in the bunch, whereas the subscript 0 refers to
the central particle. Let
[
ilkjO =kj - ko
tllijco =:~lj - ~lO
il<pjo -<Pej - <Peo
il<pjo =<Plj - <Plo
where kj and ko are the average k values given by Eq. (54) and where k1j and k10
represent the k values at the entrance of the element, <Pej and <Peo the entrance phases
maximizing the acceleration given by Eq. (50) and where <Plj and <Plo are the entrance
phases.
Rewrite Eq. (65) in the form:
with, from Eq. (57):
- - ( Z 1)<P = <Pl + (k1 - k )fi + () L
e
- 2 + 8<p
and expanding the phase ~j around ~o,we have:
:::: 8~0 8~0





a/Po = 1 _ ako f i + (~ _ ~) a~o ako + a8<po (82)8<Plo 8<Plo L e 2 8ko 8<Plo 8<Plo .
These two equations can be simplified. The derivatives 88<po/8k1o, 88<po/8<plo are
always small and can be neglected. The contribution of the terms with:
(
Z 1) 800
L e - 2 8ko
can also be neglected, since their average value over the length L e is zero.
Introducing these simplifications in Eqs. (81) and (82), one has:
(83)
(84)
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and Eq. (80) becomes:
::: ::: ( 8ko ) 8ko
<Pj = <Po + f':1<Pjo + f':1kjo 1 - Oklo f i - f':1<Pjo O<Plo f i ,
with Eq. (79), one has:
-- -- A Ak ( 8ko ) /) A 8ko /) A -C
<Pj = <po + u<Pjo + U jo 1 - Oklo -Li - u<Pjo O<Plo -Li --- u<Pjo'





with 'Pi as in Eq. (86). From Eq. (86) it can be seen that the phase difference ('Pi - 'Po)
requires computations of 8ko/8cplo and 8ko/8k1o, which are obtained from Eq. (54).




where from Eq. (53):
8
°'Y20 = ----!l_2\/T2(ko) + 8 2 (ko) sin(rpo --- rpc). (90)
CPlo moc
As has been shown in Eq. (67), the main term of the phase jump is given by the integral:
{L e
H o = Jo cos epof3;;3'Y;;3(z + fi)dz.
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8 fo = __q_JT2(k) S2(k) sin(()oz/2 Le) . [- - - ~ (~ - 1)]
8 2 0 0 + 0 • (() /2) Sin <Po <Pc + 2 L<Plo moc Sin 0 e
(93)
Introducing Eqs. (89) and (92) in Eq. (88), one obtains 8ko/8<plo.
The derivative 8ko/8klo is given by:
(94)
One has:
Rewrite Eq. (53) in the form:




8flo = _~( 2 _ 1)3/2
8k flo .10 W
The computation of 8~<Po/8kloyields:
with:
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and from Eqs. (35) and (65):
8rpo Le 8rpco
--- = z - - - ---
8ko 2 8ko
where 8rpco/8ko is computed from Eq. (46). Then Eq. (99) becomes:
8Ho _ 8'Y10 (Le _ (2 )-5/2( )
Oklo - - 3Oklo Jo cos CPo"fo "fo - 1 z + f i dz
- L
3q 8ko 1e - 2 )-5/2 8go(z) ( )
- --2 8k cos 'Po 'Yo ('Yo - 1 -8k- z + Ri dz
~oc 10 0 0





z + f i dz
rewritten:
from which, using Eq. (67), results the derivative 8~'Po/8k10:






With Eqs. (104), (105) and (94) one obtains:
(106)
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Considering now the first integral in Eq. (87), its expansion relative to the entrance
differences llkjo , ll<Pjo is:
(llkjo)21Le 82 ( - (3-3 -3)( f) )d+ 8k2 COS <Po 0'0 Z + {,i Z2 0 10
(107)
A similar expression is obtained from the second integral in Eq. (87).
The second and the fourth integral in Eq. (107) have already been computed
[see Eqs. (102), (92)]. The third integral, giving the second-order term in (llkjo )2 is
essential in the case of a significant variation of the average kj relative to the entrance
value kjo; it will not be described here. Such a significant variation arises when hadrons
are accelerated. The second-order term in ll<Plo in the relation above concerns the
variations of ({3j3,j3) relative to the entrance phase <Pjo (sizeable when low-energy
electrons are strongly accelerated in long elements). One obtains:
(108)
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The last integral in Eq. (107) takes into account the variations of (f3;3~;3) and of ko
relative to <Pjl and kjl .
As one can see in Eq. (67), the integral H j is the main term in the phase jump
computation. It requires great accuracy as the average k is computed from the phase
jump, so second-order expansions have also been considered, as will be seen later.
Otherwise, expansions of the other integrals in Eq. (71) to (73) can be restricted to
first order in ~kjo and ~<Pjo.
4. ACCURACY OF THE NEW METHOD. RESULTS FOR VARIOUS TYPICAL
OR EXTREME EXAMPLES
Owing to non-linear or coupling effects, the projected emittances of a beam under-
going acceleration vary. One of the purposes of beam dynamics computations is to
predict these variations. One has, however, to make sure that the Liouvillian charac-
ter of the beam dynamics equations are kept by the computations, and the variations
observed in the beam emittances along an accelerator are not the result of inaccuracy
in numerical calculations. Indeed, owing to the Hamiltonian character of the beam
dynamics equations, the Jacobian of the transformation of the coordinates over an
infinitesimal displacement dz, differs from 1 by terms in dz2 • Considering only short
elements, in previous methods, the errors introduced by these terms were assumed
negligible. The new method allows beam dynamics computations of long elements; it
is then worth checking that, both for the longitudinal and the transverse motion, the
local density in phase space is conserved.
4.1 The Jacobian calculation for the longitudinal motion
If one considers a particle moving along the axis, the Liouvillian character of the
longitudinal motion can be verified using the 2 x 2 Jacobian matrix which gives the
change in longitudinal phase space density:
J= (109)
where the energy gain ~Wand the phase jump ~<P are obtained from Eqs. (66) and
(67); WI, <PI are the energy and the phase of a particle at the entrance of the element.
It has been shown in Section 3.3, that the dynamics of the particles in a bunch can
be computed through expansions around the central particle and we shall limit there
the calculation of the Jacobian.
Let kl , ~I and <PI be the entrance parameters of the central particle. One has:
(110)
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then using Eq. (96), one gets:
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(112)
(Ill)o~W _ _ q_ (Ogo(z)) ok ok1
OWl - 2moc2 ok z=L
e
ok1 O'Y1
computed with Eqs. (53) or (90), and (98) and (106). One now has:
8AW = moc2 (o'Y(z))
8ep1 Oep1 z=L
e
the derivative in the right member is obtained from Eq. (90).
The derivatives o~ep/ OWl and 8~ep/ Oepl have been computed in Section 3.3, where
it has been shown that they require calculations of oHo/8k1 and 8Ho/Oep1, given in
Eqs. (102) and (92).
In all the examples described later, the value of the Jacobian never differs from 1 by
more than some 0.1% and differs even less when energy increases. This proves that the
computation cannot be responsible for the emittance changes which can be observed
in simulation studies.
4.2 The Liouvillian character ofthe transverse equations. Matrix formalism
In Section 3.2.2 the real reduced radius as a function of z has been replaced by an
average radius with a linear evolution in z [see Eq. (58)], from which linear equations
for the transverse motion have been obtained [Eqs. (69) and (70)]. These equations
result in a convenient matrix formalism, allowing checking of the Liouvillian character
of transverse motion computations.




n == 0,1,2 (115)
where integrals In, I n and K n are given by Eqs. (71)-(73), with 8 182 given by Eqs.
(61) and (62) and with:




which can be obtained from Eq. (10), one gets:
(116)
(117)
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d= Ri+LeQ _ [Le + R~(L +Ro)L2 ] QL
e
I 10 120 e 1, e 0
From Eqs. (113) and (114) one can then write:
with:
TIl
all + (ba21/(1 - d))
l-a-(bc/(I-d))
Tl2
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The Liouvillian character of the transverse computations can be checked using the
value of the matrix determinant:
(130)
which must be equal to 1.
In order to save the Liouvillian character of the transverse computations in the
PARMILA program (using the previous methodl - 3), one of the coefficients, for
instance T12 , can be computed from the three others, assuming D = 1. The same
possibility exists with the new method. In the examples described in the following, this
option is not very useful as the value of the determinant D is always close to 1 (within
0.1%).
4.3 Accuracy of the new method for a single trajectory
In order to check the range of validity and the accuracy of the new method, a slow but
very accurate and elaborate step-by-step integration of Hamiltonian form has been
applied, the description of which is beyond the scope of this paper; details can be ob-
tained from the authors. In order to compare these two methods, many examples have
been treated with differents structures, particles, and various conditions of accelera-
tion. Some of these examples might be beyond reasonable acceleration conditions, but
they make it possible to check the limits of validity of the new method.
Computations of relativistic electron dynamics do not yield difficulties, unlike the
cases when non-relativistic electrons are accelerated into long structures where their
classical"Y increases by a large amount (up to a factor 4). Therefore only low-energy
electrons entering long structures with high field gradient have been considered here
(Figs. 11-15).
The example shown in Fig. 16 concerns an unrealistic axial field which is far from a
pure sinusoid. Indeed, we have assumed in Section 3.2.3 that the complementary field
is a pure sinusoid, from which an estimate for the integrals K n has been obtained [see
Eq. (64)]. It becomes necessary to investigate the accuracy of the new method when
the complementary field is far from a pure sinusoidal form.
The other examples, shown in Figs. 17-20, concern heavy ions accelerated into
different kinds of accelerating elements. In these cases the effect of the quadratic
terms as observed in Fig. 16 is completely negligible.
These results, part of a large number of comparative computations, show that
the equivalent field method can treat long and complex accelerating elements for
electrons, protons and heavy ions, and this for a wide energy range. The limit ofvalidity
of the equivalent field method is a compromise between the length of the accelerating
element (total phase shift of up to IOn) and the field strength (peak energy gain
corresponding to 10% velocity change).
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FIGURE 11: Comparison between the numerical computation (solid line) and the new method.(crosses)
for a 5-cell electron cavity at 1.5 GHz adjusted to ,6=0.84 with a 7 MY/m gradient, for a 500 keY energy
electron and variable phase from -900 to 30° relative to the phase of peak energy gain. In (A) is shown the
axial electric field. In (B), (C) and (D) are represented the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain
(i.e. the difference between the numerical and direct computations) and the phase jump. (E) and (F) show
the matrix coefficients in a thin-lense formalism with reduced variables.
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FIGURE 12: Comparison between the numerical computation (solid line) and the new method (crosses)
for a 5-cell electron cavity as in Fig. 11, but for the phase providing peak energy gain and an input energy
varying from 0.35-1.35 Me~ (A), (B) and (C) show the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain and
the phase jump.
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FIGURE 13: As Fig. 11, but for a 1.5 GHz electron cavity adjusted to ,8=1.1, with a 10 MV/m gradient
and an axial electric field length of 55 cm. One considers a 600 keV energy electron with a phase varying
from -700 to 70 0 relative to the phase giving peak energy gain. Such a cavity is obviously impracticable, but
as an extreme exemple (the velocity of an electron never being the same as the beta of the cavity), allows
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FIGURE 14: Comparison between the numerical computation (solid line) and the new method (crosses)
as in Fig. 13, but for the phase with peak energy gain and variable input energy from 450 keY to 1.75 MeV.
In (A), (B) and (C) are represented the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain and the phase jump.
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FIGURE 15: Comparison between the numerical computation (solid line) and the new method (crosses)
for a 10-cell electron cavity at 1.5 GHz adjusted for /3=1 with a 5 MV/m gradient. For such a long cavity
(100 em), as an extreme example, the transit time is of the order of l21T. One considers a 1.5 MeV electron
with a phase varying from -100° to 70° relative to the phase giving peak energy gain. The axial electric
field is shown in (A). In (B), (C) and (D) are represented the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain















FIGURE 16: Comparison between the numerical computation (solid line) and the new method (crosses)
for a fictitious electron cavity with a non-sinusoidal axial electric field. This cavity is adjusted to !3=1, at
8.81 GHz, with a 10 MV/m gradient. One considers an axial electric field as the one of the quasi-Alvarez
cell, shown in Fig. 17A. Such an example is unrealistic for electron acceleration, but it allows to investigate
the accuracy of the new method for transverse particle motion in axial fields far from a sinusoidal form. In
(A) and (C) the matrix coefficients in a thin-Iense formalism with reduced variables are shown for a 1 MeV
energy electron injected at the phase giving peak energy gain. (B) and (D) represent these coefficients when
the quadratic field in Eq. (10) is assumed zero. Notice the good agreement between the numerical and the
new method computations. The lack of accuracy in (A) and (C) results from the estimate of the quadratic
field given by Eq. (64).
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FIGURE 17: As Fig.ll, but for a quasi-Alvarez cell (three accelerating gaps) at 200 MHz; acceleration
of a 0.24 MeV/nucleon Pb+25 ion with a phase varying from -90° to 90° relative to the phase giving a
peak energy gain (of 3.5 MeV over three gaps). The axial electric field is shown in (A). In (B), (C) and
(D) are represented the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain and the phase jump. In (E) and (F)
one can find the matrix coefficients in a thin-Iense formalism with reduced variables. One notices the very
good agreement between the step-by-step numerical procedure and the new method in transverse motion
computations.
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FIGURE 18: Comparison between the- numerical computations (solid line) and the new method (crosses)
for three gaps of an interdigital H structure at 101 MHz; acceleration of a 0.25MeV/nucleon Pb+25 ion
with a phase varying from -900 to 900 relative to the phase giving a peak energy gain (of 6 MeV). The axial
electric field is shown in (A). One notices the asymmetry of the field. (B), (C) and (D) represent the energy
gain, the residual error in e.nergy gain and the phase jump. (E) and (F) represent the matrix coefficients in
a thin-Iense formalism with reduced variables.
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FIGURE 19: As Fig. 18 but for a helix cavity at 135 MHz, adjusted to f3 = 0.09 with a 5 MV/m gradient.
One considers acceleration of a 2.28 MeV/nucleon Ge+19 ion (f3=0.07) with a phase varying from -90 0
to 90° relative to the phase giving a peak energy gain (of 8.66 MeV). One notices the very good agree-
ment between the the numerical procedure and the new method computations(the transit time is of the
order of 41T").
J ,.








FIGURE 20: As Fig. 19, but for a 1.166 MeV/nucleon Ge+19 ion (f3=0.05) and a peak energy gain less
than 0.1 MeV/charge. As a consequence of the aSYmmetry of the axial field, the transit time coefficient
To(k) does not go to zero. (A), (B) and (C) represent the energy gain, the residual error in energy gain,
and the phase jump. One notices the low energy gain of such an ion, badly accelerated in the cavity.
Although acceleration of ions with such a velocity is beyond reasonable accelerating conditions, such a
case is studied because of the difficulties in dYnamics computations, due to the closeness to zero of the
transit time coefficients of its equivalent accelerating field. The accuracy remains satisfactory.


















FIGURE 21: Comparison between direct computations and computations through expansions (new
method) for a 5-cell electron cavity adjusted to .8=0.84 as in Fig. 11. The central electron of the bunch
has an energy of 700 keV with a phase giving a peak energy gain (energy gain of 1.7 MeV). In (A) are
shown the residual error in energy gain for electrons with an input phase varying from -100 to 100 relative
to the phase of the central particle. The solid line represents particles with the same energy as the central
particle; the crosses represent the ones with -5% in dE / E relative to the energy of the central particle.
In (B) are shown the phase jumps of these particles for direct computations (solid lines) and computations
through expansions (crosses) for energies as for (A). In (C), (D), (E) and (F) one can see the matrix coeffi-
cients in a thin-lense formalism with reduced variables; the solid line shows direct computations, the crosses
the ones through expansions. (C) and (E) represent particles with the same energy as the central particle.
(D) and (F) represent electrons with -5% in dElE relative to the energy of the central particle.
4.4 Accuracy of computations through expansions around the central particle of a
bunch
The previous Section covered the comparison between the numerical step-by-step
method and the direct expressions of the new method. Here one investigates com-
putations from expansions compared with the ones from the direct expressions of the
new method.
When non-relativistic electrons are accelerated, it may be seen that varying the
phase of the electrons at the entrance of the accelerating element leads to a variation
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FIGURE 22: Comparison between direct computations and computations through expansions of the new
method, for a quasi-Alvarez cell as in Fig. 17. The central particle of the bunch is a Pb+25 ion with an
energy of 0.24 MeV/nucleon and a phase of -20 0 relative to the phase giving a peak energy gain (energy
gain of 3.3 MeV). In (A) are shown the residual error in energy gain for particles with variable input phases
from -40 0 to 40 0 relative to the phase of the central particle. The solid line represents particles with the
same energy as the central particle, the crosses represent the ones with 5% in dE / E relative to the energy
of the central particle. In (B) are shown the phase jump of these particles for direct computations (solid
lines) and computations through expansions (crosses) for energies as in (A). In (C), (D), (E) and (F) one
can see the matrix coefficients in a thin-Iense formalism with reduced variables; the solid line shows direct
computations, the crosses the ones through expansions. (C) and (E) represent particles with the same energy
as the central particle. (D) and (F) represent the ones with 5% in dE / E relative to the energy of the central
particle.
of the term (f3-3 ",-3) in Eq. (77), while this term is weakly varying with the input
kI == W / VI value. An example is given in Fig. 21 for electrons injected in a 5-cell
structure. On the contrary, when hadrons are accelerated, ({3-3",-3) is only weakly
varying with the particles' phases at the entrance of the element, but it is strongly
varying with the parameter k l . An example is given in Fig. 22.
In the previous Section the accuracy and the range of validity of the direct ex-
pressions of the new method has been shown through comparison with the numerical
step-by-step method. This Section has been devoted to a comparison between the new
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method of direct computations and the ones through expansions. The examples have
been chosen from a large number of comparative computations. They show that ex-
pansions can be used with accuracy in a large range of energies and phases relative to
those of the central particle, covering virtually all the practical acceleration conditions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Until recently, beam dynamics programs have been fundamentally different for elec-
trons and hadrons. Moreover, hadron programs like PARMILA and MAPRO, .de-
veloped to compute beam dynamics in drift tube linacs, could not be employed for
more special and/or long accelerating elements. The new method, using a set of quasi-
Liouvillian equations, allows beam dynamics computations in long and complex struc-
tures for electrons as well as for protons and ions, in the form of expansions around
a central particle. With this new method, the coordinates of particles are known at
any position in the accelerating element. A new program, DYNAC9,1o, uses this new
method and has been completed with a multistep space charge routine11 , the accuracy
of which is in the course of being improved by a collaboration including the authors.
In Section 4.3 it has been shown that the accuracy of the new method is of the order
of the one of a step-by-step numerical procedure. It has been shown in Section 3.3
that beam computations through expansions require calculations of some integrals for
the central particle. These calculations for the central particle are slower for the new
method than for the numerical method. For a bunch of particles, however, the new
method, using beam dynamics computations through expansions around the central
particle, is much faster than the numerical method. For instance, considering a bunch
of 1000 particles accelerated through a quasi-Alvarez structure12 , the gain in computer
time is around a factor 50 to 60 (on a CRAY, with the new method, 30 seconds were
needed, with the numerical method 1800 seconds were needed). This difference is due
to the fact that, contrary to the new method, in a numerical method each particle is
computed independently.
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